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ABSTRACT

A problem concerning synthesis of isolated
Russian vowels is described. Approximation of
excitation source functioning is at the centre
‘of attension.
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During vowel synthtsis attention is focused
on vocal tract (modes) frequency values. Excita-
tion source is approximated by a triangular fun-
ction subjected to three jumps of a derivative
in pitch period [I]. That approach doesn't pro-
vide a high quality synthesis and thus causes
intelligibility degradation in additive noises.
Somewhat better synthesis results are achieved
for a more composite time function of the vowel
excitation source [2].

Natural sounding and intelligibility of syn-
thesized vowels can be improved due. to taking
into consideretion the real features of vowel
excitation sources. One may get an'idea of the
excitation sources from vowel oscillograph tra-
ces using the inverse filtering technicues. To
solve that inverse problem it is necessary to
know such vocal tract parameters as a quality
factor and moda frequency. A compensating me-
thod based on instant frequency 'measurement ‘of
a filtered speech signal has been used for modafrequency calculation [3]. It was continued, bysignal frequency filtering in order to extract
formantooscillations. Low-pass filters have be-en used for the extraction of the first formantand band-pass filters for the extraction 'ofother formants. The cut steepness of a filterrespounse characteristic has accounted for noless than 48 dB/octave outside the transparenceband. A quality factor of the extracted formantoscillations has been calculated using an analy-tical signal envelope [4]. Algoritm [4] has be-en modified to improve computing accuracy of aquality factor. After the extraction of formantoscillation pg ft and the calculation of thequality factor (as and the. vocal tract modafrequency 09x it is possible to regenerate themoda excitation source from the follo-wing equation [2] {

P;'(t)+ “if P.'(t) + wtn- (arm (t) g f. (t) (1)
The excitation source of the formant oscillati-on fx is related to the vowel excitation so—urce f f in the following way :

w farms-aw (2)
where A K(t)‘ is a filter pulse response for

extracta‘0n of the K -th
formant oscillation. .

Equation (1) may be used for speech syntheSis
as well.

Excitation sources of 5 Russion vowels "a",
"3 ","o","y","u" have been experimentally studi-
ed. The extracted excitation sources of the
first formant oscillation can be conventionally
devided into two groups: the first group for
the sounds "a" and "3", and the second grou!
for the sounds "o","y" and "u". The first gro-
up of excitation sources represents two succes-
sive pulses with different amplitudes *with the
timev‘intervai 4—6 ms and each pulse duration
l-Z-ms. The second pulse amplitude and its de-
lay time with respect to the first pulse are ref
lated to the quality factor and the first moda
frequency in such a way that the second pulse
stops its free oscillations which appeared af-
ter the first pulse. The second group of excita-
tion source is represented either by a single
pulse with 1.5—2 ms duration or by two multy—Or
unidirectional pulses of the same duration with
the second pulse time delay 1.5—2 ms, or by the
three pulses of alternating direction with the
duration 1.5-2 ms and the time delay 1.5-2 ms
and 3-4 ms correspondingly. Excitation source
of the sound "y" has one peculiarity. The rege-
nerate excitation sources of the first moda and
the extracted signal of the first formant oscil‘
lations are identical.
'During vowel synthesis excitation pulses ha-

ve been approximate by the following function i

jar):Izmml‘w4010101444774)?‘1} (3)
where 23W -is a pulse duration;

Z t) -is a unit function.
The synthesis resulted in high intelligibility
of the vowels "a","3","o","y" when representedby single formant oscillation. Increase in thenumber of formant oscillation causes intellifii'bility improvement. For acceptable intelligibi-
lity of the synthesized vowel "M" it should berepresented by two formants. The first mode ex-citation sources with the reduced pulse dura‘tion have been used for higher vocal tract moda
frequencies (3). The duretion reduction factorfor the K —th moda has been selected equal tothe ratio “Di/UK
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Fig.1 shows the excitation sources oscillograph
traces of the first formant §4q(t) ,5‘9(t) ,

;jo(t) , i1, (t) , f¢u(t) and offlthens$c3nd £0:
mant {1“ (t) for the sounds a , 3 , o , y ,
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Fig. 1. The excation sources pf the

synthesized sounds a , 3 ,
DDOOI’IUYIO’II“'I-

{hefoscillograph tfiafiefiagfnghengyngnzsiii: sizi-

e- ormant vowe s a , , ,
formant vowel "u" are shown in Fig.2. _

Natural sounding improvemt of the synthesized
vowels is achieved with due regard for time va-

riation of the excitation source parameters of
each moda fx(t). Test data analysis has shown

that tne vowels excitation sources are SUbJEC‘

ted to different transformations , i.e. abrupt
transformations with the time interval of
30-100 ms and slow period-by-period transforma-

tions. The vowels excitation sources which dif-

fer in their voice onset time with open or clo-
se vocal bands are well differentiated.
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Fig. 2. The synthesized sounds "a“,

‘.3."'.°"’.'y""'“l'.

' . . shows the extracted excitation sources

ifgtge first moda f}a(¢) and }1u(t) of. the :0:

wls "a" and "H". The phonation of thenvowel .a

initiates with close and of the vowel H with

open vocal bands. Due to the extracted exc1ta-

tion source it has been found out that the voi-

ce onset time with open vocal bands and the cesr

sation of phonetion (Fig.3) have the same time

structure and -are practically speaker indepen-
dent. To achieve the vowels high quality synthe-
sis with due regard for the source signal varia-

tion the function has been approx1mated with

the \help of the tables.
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Fig. 3. The regenerated .excitation
source: of the f1rst moda

of the sounds "a" and "H".

The usage of excitation sources peculiariti-
es and their relationship with vocal tract para-
mtets gives an opportunity to achieve the high
quality synthesis of vowels and speech as who-
1e.
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